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Foreword 

 

 

This Book Is One Of The Most Valuable Resources in the world when It 

Comes To learning the Best Hairstyles that guys love. The “Super 

Voluminous Hair” is short, actionable DIY stuff, It will provide you with 

everything you need to know to look great. The information in the “Super 

Voluminous Hair” will walk you through, step by step, the exact process to 

have great hair. In the last chapter, we are going to reveal a super-secret 

recipe that professionals use to regrow hair loss in 3 to 4 weeks. Let’s get 

to it! 

   

 

 

Super Voluminous Hair 
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Chapter 1: 

Examine Your Face Shape 

Synopsis 

 

 

Are you thinking of a new style? There are a lot of things before selecting a 

new hairstyle, like: “for how long you want to spend maintaining a certain 

style?”, “whether the color of your hair compliments the haircut and most 

importantly, what face shape you have.   
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Face Shapes 

 

This chapter will address picking out the right style for your face shape. 

The 1st thing to determine is the shape of your face, and the simplest 

way to know this is: 

Backcomb the and clip them. Look directly into a mirror and outline 

your face with lipstick right on the mirror. Another option is, take a 

photograph with your hair firmly clipped back and outline the image.  

 

 

Now, examine the image and compare it with the types of face shapes (circular, egg-

shaped, square, triangle, oblong, heart, diamond). At first, it may match with more 

than one shape types, choose a shape which resembles the most to your image 

outline. 
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Chapter 2: 

Best Styles for a round face 

Round Face - If you have a round face, it will be about as wide as it is long.  

 

There is no one "perfect" hairstyle for a round-shaped face; many things 
factor into the total equation.  

For example, the length of your hair, its texture and weight, your age and 
lifestyle requirements all play a part in what is ultimately the best. 

If your face is round, the best hairstyles include:   

1. Layered bangs rather than straight or heavy bangs. 
2. Short styles which give height. 
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3. Styles that add length. 
4. Styles that keep the sides of your hair short or close to the face. 
5. Curls around the crown -- but never near the cheeks -- to create 

height. Keep the sides of your hair short with a curly style. 
6. Longer to very long styles, with bangs and a graduated shag or layers 

so that the face and the neck are given a slenderizing shape. 
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Chapter 3: 

Best Styles for a Square face 

Square Face - If you have a square face, consider yourself lucky.  

Some of the most famous faces in the past and today have a strong, angular 
jawline. Women with square faces also age very well and take the best 
photographs. Lucky you! 

Unlike women with long faces who can't get away with long hair, women 
with square faces look gorgeous with the length. 

 

Square faces tend to be angular so you want to soften them with waves, 
curls and the right kind of bangs. 

Your best bangs are long, side-swept bangs that graze the brows as seen 
here on Reese Witherspoon (who has a heart-shaped face, not a square one, 
but she has great hair).  

Another good option is thick, blunt bangs. They should hit just below the 
brow, but be longer on the sides. If the bangs aren't longer on the sides, your 
face will appear wider. This is why typical blunt bangs actually do not look 
good on square face shapes. 

https://www.liveabout.com/is-your-face-round-square-long-heart-or-oval-shaped-345761
https://www.liveabout.com/best-hairstyles-for-long-face-shapes-30-flattering-cuts-346408
https://www.liveabout.com/long-hair-17-hairstyle-trends-we-fell-for-346423
https://www.liveabout.com/photos-of-hairstyles-with-gorgeous-side-swept-bangs-345693
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Shoulder-Length Cuts are Flattering on Square Faces 
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Chapter 4: 

Best Styles for an oval face 

 

Oval Face - You ladies with oval face shapes are a lucky crew.  

Oval is the most versatile face shape that can get away with almost 

anything in regards to styles and cuts!  

Take a look at these flattering haircuts for oval faces and try a new style 

today. 

Even subtle tweaks like changing the angle of your part or curling your 

hair can help flatter your oval face better. David Babaii, whose celebrity 

clients include Kate Hudson and Liv Tyler, shares the most flattering 

haircuts for oval faces.  
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– Polished Texture 

 

 
 

"This is one of my favorite styles [for oval face shapes] because it's 

softening," says Babaii about Jessica Alba's style. "I love how they're like 

third-day waves that she just brushed out, and they look great." Add 

texture by spritzing a thickening spray like Aveda's Pure Abundance Style-

Prep to your roots before you blow-dry and wrapping random sections of 

hair around a large-barrel curling iron. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.allure.com/review/aveda-pure-abundance-style-prep-volumizer-spray
http://www.allure.com/review/aveda-pure-abundance-style-prep-volumizer-spray
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– Shoulder-Length Waves 

 

 

Babaii says the length of a simple, tousled look suits face shapes like Bella 

Hadid's very well. Her waves add volume and draw out her cheekbones — 

which makes an oval face look slightly more rounded, rather than further 

lengthening it. To make waves work on beautiful hair, add volume with 

the John Frieda Luxurious Volume Perfectly Full Mousse at the roots.  

– Hairstyles for oval faces with thin hair 

The key with thinner hair is not to over-layer your style. ‘If you have fine 

hair, keep layers longer as over layering will only make the hair appear 

thinner and sparser,’ advises Sam. Look to stars like Keira Knightley for 

inspiration on working finer hair, or Jennifer Lawrence’s wispy pixie cut. 

 
 

http://www.allure.com/review/john-frieda-luxurious-volume-perfectly-full-mousse
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Chapter 5: 

Best Styles for a heart-shaped face 

________________________________________________ 

Not sure if you have a heart-shaped face? Actress Reese Witherspoon is a 

prime example, and her hair always looks great. She's sported shoulder-

length bobs, long waves and even shorter hair, but one thing she's rarely 

without is side-swept bangs. Why? Perhaps because of her face shape.  

 

– A Gorgeous Heart-shaped Pixie Hairstyle 
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Almost all pixie hairstyles look great on heart-shaped faces.  "All those little 
pieces help emphasize the cheekbones and eyes; it's almost as if you build in 
cheekbones with this cut," says stylist Jimmy Paul in Allure Magazine. 

The pixie may seem like a wash-and-go type of haircut, and it is. However, 
you will need trims every five to six weeks. This cut is also best for women 
without kinky, curly hair, says stylist Rodney Cutler in Glamour magazine. 

Not everyone can get away with a pixie. The cut can make a square face look 
more square and a long face look even more oblong. So if you have a heart-
shaped face, you pretty much own the pixie cut. 

 Heart-shaped faces are more full from the top section of face.  

According to hairstylist Andy LeCompte in InStyle magazine. You can balance 
out the face with long, side-swept bangs that "draw attention down and 
towards the eyes," says LeCompte. He says the shortest pieces should hit 
your face at the arch of your brow. The longest pieces should hit the outer 
corners of eyes.  

A Long Choppy Bob Is Great for Heart-Shaped Faces 
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This long, graduated bob with a bit of wave on actress Ali Larter is a look 
that's particularly flattering on heart-shaped faces, says hairstylist Andy 
Lecompte in Allure magazine. Lecompte is the stylist behind Larter's 
gorgeous cut.  
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Chapter 6: 

Best Styles for a Diamond Face 

Diamond shaped face is a dream for many. What do you do when this 

dream begins to make life a little difficult? Diamond Face are broadest at 

cheekbones, and have a narrow forehead and jaw line of approximately 

equal widths. Consider a hairdo that adds width at the chin area like chin 

length bob cuts or shoulder length wisplike kicked out looks.  

You need a hairstyle that will balance out the narrow chin, minimize the 
broad cheekbones and shorten your overall face length. This is of course 
combined with the basic factors like easy to manage, style, and care. 

What you need to keep in mind the most is that your hairstyle needs to 
bring out warmth and softness on your face. For this is the one thing that 
sharp features do not tend to radiate on their own. 

What To Go For 

 Deep side part that takes away attention from the middle of the face 

 Layers and lots of them 

 Bangs that fall around the centre of the forehead 

 Styles that need the hair to be pulled back 

 Sidelong bangs or side swept bangs 

 Pull your hair behind your ears to show off those gorgeous 

cheekbones 

 

What To Avoid 

 Heavy or straight bangs that completely hide the forehead 
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 Flat styles where the hair is too straight and falls around your face in 

a straight line 

 Centre parting, especially if you have straight hair 

 Too much volume on the sides of your face 

 Short bangs 

 Very short hairstyles 

 Too much volume at the crown  

 

Hairstyles For Diamond Shaped Faces 

1. Chin Length Bob 

 

 

This hairstyle for diamond shaped face will help widen your jaw avoiding 

the extremely sharp (read: sometimes bitchy) look. 

It is great for adding that framing effect around your face. Gives you face 

softer edges and taking away the rather boxed appearance that diamond 

shaped faces tend to have. 

2. Deep Side Part 

A deep side part is what you need to work wonders for this face type. 

It softens the harsh edges and angles of the face. How? It shifts the focus to 
the a specific side of the face from the width entirely. 
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3. Medium Bangs 

 

 

What a diamond face needs is proportion. Bangs add just that. Bangs that 
mostly fall to the centre of your face work the best. They partially cover 
your forehead, taking away attention from the mid and lower part of the 
face. 
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Chapter 7: 

Best Styles for Long Face 

Long Face - If your face is long, the last thing you want to do is get a hairstyle 

that makes the shape look even longer. With this face shape, some haircuts 

look good, and there are some hairstyles that will no look so great on you. 

Use these guidelines when considering a hairstyle for a Long Face: 

1. The most suitable haircut ever on a long face shape is shoulder-length. 
It's the perfect length (somewhere between chin and shoulders), and 
it's super trendy, too.  

2. Your goal is to create width. The very best way to do this is with 
waves, like those on Palicki. 

3. Consider getting bangs. Bangs make your face appear shorter because 
they cover up a particularly large forehead. You can wear anything 
from blunt bangs to long, side-swept bangs.  

4. Your part matters. A lot. Your best bet is a side part, which makes your 
face appear wider. The trendy center part will make your face appear 
even longer than it is. Leave them to the square and round faces. 

5. Chin-length bobs are also ideal for you because they create the illusion 
of width. 

6. Long, straight hair is typically a no-no on a long face shape because it 
drags the face down. However, you can break this "no long hair" rule if 
you have waves or curls. A lot of body adds width to the sides of the 
face.  

7. Consider the uber-trendy long bob, which is very flattering on a long 
face. The length is perfect. Ask your stylist for an "A-line Long Bob" 
where the back is about 1 1/2 inches shorter than the front.  

8. If you like short hair, avoid short layers that add volume on top. Don't 
spike up your short hair.  

 
 

 

https://www.liveabout.com/which-bang-hairstyles-work-best-with-your-face-shape-345688
https://www.liveabout.com/how-to-find-and-change-the-part-in-your-hair-347083
https://www.liveabout.com/the-best-short-haircuts-envy-inducing-styles-345763
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This Cut on Kate Moss 

 

 

This long hairstyle on Kate Moss masks her long face. 
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Shoulder-Length, With Blunt Bangs: Fabulous for a Long 
Face 

 

 

Kelly Reilly rocks the perfect hair length for her face shape: blunt bangs and shoulder-

length locks. 

Shoulder-Length Hair Is Flattering on a Long Face 
 

 

You don't want to let your hair grow too long if you have a long face shape. Why? It makes 
your long face look extra long. Consider a shoulder-length hairstyle, such as this one on 
actress Asia Argento. 

If you want long hair, cut it in long layers. The shortest layer should hit at your chin. 

https://www.liveabout.com/long-hair-17-hairstyle-trends-we-fell-for-346423
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A Lob With a Bit of Wave Is Gorgeous on a Long Face 
 

 

When it comes to haircuts, chin-length bobs, also known as lobs, are ideal 
because they create the illusion of width, and they're also on trend.  

The bob should end just below the jaw to show off the bone structure. The 
best bobs are shorter in the back and angle down to the front. 
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Chapter 8: 

Secret bonus --- Regrow hair in 30 days 

 

You can regrow healthy here back in 30 days. Here is the secret method 

that female stars from Hollywood used and successfully reactivated hair 

follicles, you can also follow this and see the fantastic transformation in 

even first 30 days; 

– Take 100 mg biotin every day 

– Take 500 ml of niacin every day. 

–  Spray TELIVIUM™ hair regrowth twice a day. 

– Shampoo Correctly – A typical store brand shampoo and conditioner has 

a pH of 7, causing hair follicles to fade away very fast. Use a mild 

shampoo with a pH under 4. 5 to 6. 
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– If you use heat styling, always make sure spray a few puffs of 

TELVIUM™, this will prevent harm to hair from heated styling.  

Click here to Visit Official site 

 

 

------------------------------------ The End --------------------------------------- 

https://telvium.com/
https://telvium.com/

